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This Design Studio wants to bring the wild and free 80's in Amsterdam back 

to today. 

We will learn about highly professional squatters of the time, how they 

structured and shaped their surroundings, how they dealt with rules and 

freedom, and especially how they incorporated instant objects into their 

architecture and design.



Starting from Carefully looking into Incorporating into

An interpretation project
'FIRST-TIME OBJECTS’ & 

'PRESENT-MOMENTNESS’ 

Architecture of Appropriation

“Improvised Architecture in Amsterdam: 
Industrial Squats and Collectives”

by Dave Carr-Smith

‘80-ties

This studio combines 
• an analytical look at a specific period and context (Amsterdam, ‘80-ties), 
• a personal investigation into the relevance of that movement
• and a contemporary design project that pays homage to these concepts. 



Improvised Architecture by Dave Carr-Smith 



From 1990 until 1997 and from 2006 until 2008 
British artist Dave Carr Smith researched and 
documented four squatted industrial buildings in 
Amsterdam's city centre. The result of his 
extensive research is entitled Improvised 
Architecture in Amsterdam: Industrial Squats and 
Collectives, a visual document of the 
transformation of a former grain silo, a type 
foundry, a warehouse and a dockers’ canteen.
The unique collection of photographs, 
descriptions, and drawings made by residents, 
give an insight in to the spatial transformation of 
the existing architecture and the changes made 
to the buildings' interior. Although the industrial 
spaces themselves are part of architectural 
history, the inventive use of space by the 
squatters has scarcely been documented and is 
therefore often invisible. Carr-Smiths’ work 
provides a unique image of a city that offers 
space for an architecture of improvisation.

www.davecarrsmith.co.uk

http://www.davecarrsmith.co.uk/






I worked with Lucien Kroll and the squatters in and on the Graansilo in 1992













Architecture of Appropriation examines how squatters use radical improvisation 
techniques to appropriate the city and influence thinking on contemporary 
urbanism. Available spaces, which have usually fallen vacant as a result of 
speculation or neglect, are taken back into use. This does more than just 
transform the re-occupied building from the inside out; new forms of use, 
management and accessibility give it a new purpose in the neighbourhood. The 
squatting movement has developed tactics that renew the city from the inside out.

Even though squatting has been illegal in the Netherlands since 2010, it still takes 
place on a limited scale. Through exploring such themes as vacancy, ownership 
and collective housing, Architecture of Appropriation shows how the infrastructure 
of a city can be adapted, how networks can be reconfigured, and how buildings 
can be reinvented. A new programme can be written for just about any situation, 
so that the potential of the existing city may be fully realised.

https://architecture-appropriation.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/en/installation

https://architecture-appropriation.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/en/installation
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'FIRST-TIME 
OBJECTS' & 
'PRESENT-
MOMENTNESS’ 

(AND/IN 
IMPROVISED 
ARCHITECTURE)



Ernst made this stove for the Kroeg
opening. Adapted from a corn-chute, cut & 
re-assembled 'in the wrong order'. The 
'eyes' were once glass. The wheel once 
turned and raised the bottom charging-
door on a chain to regulate the fire's air. As 
an alternative control Fred inserted three 
tubes, sized to be capped with beer-bottle 
tops! However, the stove's centre -
corroded by creasoted wood - melted when 
coal was burned.



Ernst Laeven





‘FIRST-TIME OBJECTS’ - PHYSICAL AND PSYCHIC PRESENTNESS
[‘...is there no escape from Numbers and Beings!’ - Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du Mal, “The Pit” 1862.]

‘First-time objects’ are the norm in the Silo. Things are made (and found) in a very
immediate way that conveys the present-moment of the act. Continual confrontation
with such active objects is exhausting. Such objects behave their being, their
making, and their use - actively and continually signalling these.



There is nothing especially ‘original’ about the majority of Silo
objects and arrangements except this ‘present-momentness’ -
a characteristic of things made in a ‘real-time’ state of
attention/action, as economically as present means
allowed. With no style, skill, or finish excessive to the need, not
only is their behavior freed: falling in their curve of gravity,
warping with the visible grain, showing the impact of the
hammer; but untrussed by taste and tidiness their forms are
more complex unpredictable and various, more efficient
projection-screens for potential fantasies. Thus the Silo is
physically and psychically eventful.



http://www.davecarrsmith.co.uk/D-WWW_SIL_INT.htm

http://www.davecarrsmith.co.uk/index.html

https://architecture-appropriation.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/en/squatting-archive

https://architecture-appropriation.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/en

http://www.davecarrsmith.co.uk/D-WWW_SIL_INT.htm
http://www.davecarrsmith.co.uk/index.html
https://architecture-appropriation.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/en/squatting-archive
https://architecture-appropriation.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/en


This tactical approach to urban transformation occupies an important place in 
the research Het Nieuwe Instituut will be carrying out into the practice of 
appropriation. Architecture of Appropriation highlighted squatting from a range 
of angles. The modus operandi of squatters themselves is examined through 
the protocols they adhere to in their spatial interventions. The exhibition also 
presented views on improvised architecture in squatted industrial buildings 
from architect Hein de Haan, who worked a great deal with squatters, and 
photographer-artist Dave Carr-Smith. Documentation of the histories and 
spatial transformations of five Dutch case studies were distributed throughout 
the space.



The following themes will be worked on in the studio:

• Is interest in this matter relevant to the discipline of architecture?
• Can architects learn from this?
• Can 'on the spot' creativity (inventiveness in time and space) be a 

design tool?
• Do we see similar examples of creativity in other 'worlds’?
• How do we as architects deal with spontaneity and individual 

freedom?

After analysing the website, each student will present his/her own 
chosen key point in front of the whole group. These presentations will 
lead to a group discussion. 

In the studio, we will then look for contexts in which improvisation is 
triggered.

And within these chosen contexts we will work out a design scenario.

Method of work



Week 1
Introduction
Week 2
Investigation / analysis website-book Decision on x ‘crisis’-cases / discussion with Dave Carr-Smith
Week 3 
Presentations preliminary
Week 4
Investigation into first-time objects
Week 5
Brainstorm on different scenario’s, themes, clusters, …
Week 6
Brainstorm 2
Week 7
presentations
Week 8
Midterm review. 
Week 9
Individual/group design scenario’s
Week 10 - 13
Interpretation project
Week 14
Final review

Design-based output includes an architectural or artistic intervention, building, installation,… with a spatial 
impact, as agreed with your promoter. You present this design by means of graphic documents, audio-visual 
media, models, etc. Follow the guidelines of your promoter and respect the existing quality standards and 
(drawing) conventions of the field and the academic correct mention of your references (ideas, images , or 
quotes). Make sure your presentation is consistent, with a balance between image and text. As befits robust 
research, the Master Dissertation is not only about ideas, but also about their concretization / materialization in 
the design and the way in which you communicate this! 



See also Master Dissertation Studio …


